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ABSTRACT

A curtain with a light adjusting structure includes an adjusting unit having a control reel module and a hanging reel. Each transversal vane includes a side frame pivotally coupled to both ends of the top of the curtain. The rear section of a first pulling cord is coupled with the lower edge of each vane and passed through the control reel module. A second pulling cord winds the hanging reel such that the front section passes around another control reel module and is situated in front of the curtain, and the rear section is fixed to the rear side of the bottom of the curtain. A third pulling cord winds another control reel module and fixes its rear section to the bottom of the curtain. Pulling the first pulling cord can lift each vane, and pulling the second and third pulling cords can draw the curtain upward.
CURTAIN WITH A LIGHT ADJUSTING STRUCTURE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a curtain that can be rolled up, and more particularly to a curtain that can adjust the light passing through the curtain by changing the lifting angle of each vane of the curtain.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In general, a curtain is made of a piece of cloth or canvas and sewed into one piece, and the curtain can be rolled up. Some of the curtains are made of bamboo sheets. When it is necessary to shade the sunlight, the curtain is pulled downward, and when the curtain is not in use, the curtain is rolled up all the way to the top of the window or to an appropriate height. If a user wants to shade the light to an appropriate brightness and allow breeze to blow into the room and also wants to have privacy, rolling up the whole curtain cannot adjust the light passing into the room. If an appropriate amount of light passing into the room, the curtain has to be rolled up to a certain height, so that the lower section is fully pervious without any privacy, and the upper section is still consisted of a sheet of the curtain that can shade the light. Such arrangement has drawbacks in its application.

In view of the shortcomings of the prior art, the inventor of the present invention based on years of experience in the related industry to conduct extensive researches and experiments for improvements and finally invented a practical and potential light adjusting vane assembly of a curtain.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The primary objective of the present invention is to provide a curtain with a light adjusting structure that comprises an adjusting unit secured onto the top of the curtain, and the adjusting unit further comprising two control reel modules for clamping a first pulling cord and a third pulling cord, and a hanging reel provided for the second pulling cord to roll up the curtain; wherein the first pulling cord winds around the control reel module in the middle, so that the rear section passes through the curtain and the back of the curtain is connected to the bottom of each vane. The top of the vane is pivotally coupled to the left and right sides of a frame, and the front section of the first pulling cord is situated in front of the curtain for users to pull and lift each vane, so as to achieve the pervious effect. The second pulling cord winds around a hanging reel, such that its rear section is situated at the back of the curtain and connected to the bottom of the curtain. The front section of the second pulling cord can be drooped in front of the curtain, so that users can pull the curtain upward and adjusting the light by drawing each vane of the curtain.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 1B is a cross-sectional view of Section 1B-1B as depicted in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 1C is a side view of FIG. 1B when operating;

FIG. 1D is a cross-sectional view of Section 1D-1D as depicted in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 1E is a cross-sectional view of Section 1E-1E as depicted in FIG. 1A; and

FIG. 2 is a planar view of a control reel module of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

To make it easier for our examiner to understand the objective of the invention, its innovative features and performance, we use a preferred embodiment together with the attached drawings for the detailed description of the invention.

Referring to FIGS. 1A and 1B for a curtain with a light adjusting structure that can be rolled up or folded, which comprises:

an adjusting unit 10, secured at the top of the curtain 20, and the adjusting unit 10 further comprising a control reel module 12 for clamping a first pulling cord 11 disposed at the middle position of the top of the curtain 20, and a hanging reel 14 provided for a second pulling cord 13 to roll the curtain 20 up, and the curtain 20 is comprised of a plurality of transversal vanes 21, and each vane 21 is made of cloth or canvas, and the curtain 20 includes a through hole 23 disposed at the bottom of the control reel module 12 for passing the first pulling cord 11. The hanging reel 14 also includes a through hole 23 disposed at the bottom for passing and connecting a second pulling cord 13. The curtain 20 includes a side frame 24 made of cloth and disposed on the left and right sides, and both ends at the top of each vane 21 are pivotally coupled to the side frame 24 on the left and right sides of the curtain 20, so that each vane 21 can be lifted to an appropriate angle as shown in FIG. 1C. The control reel module 12 of the adjusting unit 10 includes a hollow plastic housing 121 as shown in FIG. 2, and a wheel 122 is pivotally coupled to the front and rear sections inside the housing 121, and a clamping reel 123 is disposed inside the housing 121 and capable of moving vertically up and down. The first pulling cord 11 is passed between the wheel 122 and the clamping reel 123, and then through the through hole 23 of the curtain 20, and its rear section is drooped at the back of the curtain 20 and connected with the bottom of each vane 21. The front section of the first pulling cord 11 is drooped in front of the curtain 20, so that the front section of the first pulling cord 11 can be pulled downward, so that the rear section of the first pulling cord 11 drives each vane 21 to lift to an angle. The first pulling cord 11 is clamped and fixed into position by the clamping reel 123, so that each vane 21 is beveled and fixed into a position. Such arrangement allows breeze to be blown from outside into the room, and also allows appropriate amount of light to be projected into the room. Most importantly, each vane 21 is beveled to an angle, so that people from the outside cannot see what are inside the room, so as to achieve the effect of protecting our privacy.

Referring to FIGS. 1A and 1D, the hanging reel 14 is provided for winding the second pulling cord 13, so that the rear section of the second pulling cord 13 is passed through another through hole 23 of the curtain 20 and drooped at the back of the curtain. The distal end of the rear
section of the second pulling cord 13 is fixed onto a transversal rod 25 at the bottom of the curtain 20. The front section of the second pulling cord 13 is wound around the hanging reel 14 at the front side of the curtain 20 and pulled transversally to another control reel module 12a on the other side of the curtain 20 as shown in FIG. 1E, and then passed between the wheel 122 inside the housing 121 and the clamping reel 123, and then drooped in front of the curtain 20 for users to pull. If the front section of the second pulling cord 13 is pulled down, the rear section of the second pulling cord 13 disposed at the back side of the curtain 20 can draw the transversal rod 25 upward, so as to draw each vane 21 upward. Further, a third pulling cord 15 is passed between the wheel 122 inside the housing 121 of the control reel module 12a and the clamping reel 123. The third pulling cord 15 is passed through the through hole 23 disposed at the bottom of the control reel module 12a of the curtain 20, and the rear section of the third pulling cord 15 is situated at the back of the curtain 20. The bottom of the rear section of the third pulling cord 15 is fixed onto the transversal rod 25, and the front section of the third pulling cord 15 can be dropped in front of the curtain 20, such that the second pulling cord 13 can be pulled.

With this structure, a user can pull the first pulling cord 11 if the user wants to draw the curtain 20 downward to shade the sunlight. Each vane 21 is lifted, and the gaps between the vanes 21 allow breeze to be blown into the room and an appropriate amount of light to be projected into the room. The plurality of vanes 21 of the curtain 20 is beveled to block the line of sight and thus achieving the effect of protecting our privacy.

If the curtain 20 is not in use, the second pulling cord 13 and the third pulling cord 15 can be pulled, so that all vanes 21 are drawn upward into a cylindrical form, and the wheel 122 inside the housing 121 of the control reel module 12a is used to clamp the clamping reel 123, and thus the vane 21 at the top of the window will not occupy much space.

While the invention has been described in terms of what is presently considered to be the most practical and preferred embodiments, it is to be understood that the invention needs not be limited to the disclosed embodiment. On the contrary, it is intended to cover various modifications and similar arrangements included within the spirit and scope of the appended claims which are to be accorded with the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifications and similar structures.

What is claimed is:

1. A curtain with a light adjusting structure, comprising:
   an adjusting unit, coupled to the top of said curtain, and said adjusting unit further comprising a control reel module for clamping a first pulling cord and a hanging reel provided for a second pulling cord to roll up said curtain, and said curtain being comprised of a plurality of transversal vanes thereunder, and both ends of the top of said each vane being pivotally coupled to a side frame on both sides of said curtain, and said first pulling cord being passed through said control reel module, thereby its rear section is passed through said curtain and situated at the back of said curtain and coupled with the bottom of said each vane, and the front section of said first pulling cord is drooped in front of said curtain, and said second pulling cord is wound around said hanging reel, thereby its rear section is coupled to a transversal rod disposed at the bottom of the back of said curtain, and its front section is wound around and clamped by another control reel module on the other side of said curtain, and said other control reel module of said curtain is provided for winding a third pulling cord, such that said third pulling cord is passed through said curtain and disposed at the back of said curtain, and its bottom is coupled to said transversal rod, and the front section of said third pulling cord is drooped in front of said curtain.

2. The curtain with a light adjusting structure of claim 1, wherein said control reel module further comprises a hollow housing, a wheel pivotally coupled to an interior front section and an interior rear section of said housing, and a clamping reel disposed inside said housing and capable of moving vertically up and down, and said first pulling cord is passed between said wheel and said clamping reel.

3. The curtain with a light adjusting structure of a curtain of claim 1, wherein said curtain is made of cloth, and said curtain includes a through hole separately corresponding to the bottom of said control reel module and said hanging reel for passing said first pulling cord, said second pulling cord and said third pulling cord.
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